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Why Science Communication (Outreach)?

• Tax payers work hard to fund Universities – we have a social 

responsibility.

• Political discourse determines frame of our work – we should take 

part in that discourse.

• Learn to describe your thoughts in a widely understandable way.

• Gather new information quickly.

• Build networks, learn and discuss.

• Make your science widely accessible.

• Monitor your feed-back (in form of citations).



Scientific Publications

• It is not enough to have results in your lab book or thesis.

• Writing manuscripts helps you to structure your research.

• Learn from anonymous reviewers (not all are evil).

• Spread your ideas in the scientific community.

• Publications are the basis of every scientific career.

• Citations of your publications provide a firm measure for the 

importance of your research (well, mostly).





Research Gate

• Create your profile, upload your articles.

• Not all publications are open access.

• Research Gate makes them a bit more accessible.

• Accessible articles will be read more often, and hopefully cited more 

often.

• You can follow the work of other scientists.

• Provides scores and statistics (not very relevant).





Google Scholar

• Automatically monitors the citations of your publications.

• Create your own profile to become visible.

• Provides a ranking of your publications.

• Calculates your h-value as a measure of the importance of your 

research.

• h-value X = X articles cited at least X times.

• Good h-value = your age – 30.





Twitter

• Everybody can follow, you can build your own timeline.

• 280 characters per tweet, but links and pictures possible.

• Very fast and direct – you read it on Twitter before it is in the news.

• Hashtags can be used to collect all tweets about one event 

(conference for example).

• Number of followers provides indication of your influence.





Instagram

• Mainly for pictures.

• But texts and hashtags are possible and more and more often used.

• Basically as open as Twitter is – everyone can follow.

• I use it for private pictures and for science communications.





Start Your Science Communication Today!

• It is easier than you might think.

• It can be fun.

• It is helpful.

• It is necessary.

• Help non-scientists to understand how scientists think and work.

• Thank you for your attention. Do you have questions?
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